
Example #3 - Description and Drawing Both Done by 5th Graders 
 
 My favorite shoes are my gray and white Nike airs.  The back of these shoes is a 
dark gray that’s silky smooth and soft.  At the tip of the shoe, there’s a lighter gray, but 
this time made out of suede.  The tip has sixteen rows of tiny holes in them for 
breathing. The laces are crimson red as well as the inner part of the shoe. The laces 
criss cross like wide Xs until the last one, which is horizontal.  This lace has a white 
rectangle in the middle of the lace with a gray Nike symbol on it. On the side of the 
shoe, the emblem is white with red stitching and connects to the heel area. On the heel 
is a lopsided three-leaf clover in white, shiny, patent leather, stitched on by a thin gray 
thread. The words Nike and the emblem are in crimson on top of the leather.  Before the 
soles, there is a layer of white, rough rubber that goes all the way around the shoe. The 
sole is a dark gray. The heel part of the sole looks like a horseshoe. The center has the 
word Nike in capitals and in red. The upper part of the sole looks like a planet with three 
rings. The rest of the sole has quadrilaterals carved into the rubber. 
 I wanted this shoe for a month, and then I finally got them when my other ones 
started getting holes. My Nikes make my worn feet a comfortable pillow, which I will say 
is pretty nice. I have never taken these beauties off since I got them (except for sleep, 
although I would wear them in my sleep if I could). I do wear them in my house even 
though I have to sneak it (we are supposed to take our shoes off in the house).  Every 
time I get new shoes, I try not to get them filthy, but with these shoes, I have tried to 
keep them brand new. Sometimes, I stroke the suede of one Nike as if it were a cat. 
Even though I didn’t live up to my expectations of keeping them clean, they will still be 
my beloved Nikes. 

 

 


